
 
 

STEP TWO  
DESENSITIZE AND RELEASE 

  
 
 
DESENSITIZATION 

1. Hold your entire scene together with all the sensations, emotions, urges, and beliefs 
2. Begin using Bilateral Stimulation (BLS) in 20-30 second sets...take a deep breath...let it all go. 
3. It can be helpful to quickly write down what you noticed (use the back) and then return to BLS. 
4. Take your time with all of this and be sure to notice each aspect on you worksheet (body, emotions, urges, 

thoughts) at least once to get more info.  
5. This process slows your thinking to encourage you to focus on issues you may want to avoid. 
6. Keep coming back to your original target to be sure you explore any ideas you may discover. 
7. Check in on your Emotions. Are they less intense? Focus on them with sets of BLS to see if they can be less 

intense. When they go lower after a few steps, it's time to release... 

RELEASING IT ALL  

1. Using BLS, allow yourself to review everything that has surfaced during this time. Don't pay much attention 
to the details unless you notice any new info that brings up more distress.  

2. As things surface during this time, imagine yourself placing each issue into a box or on a pile.  
3. Once you have allowed everything to surface, notice your pile. Now get rid of the pile in any way you desire. 

Let yourself release this all to God. You can get creative here! Not uncommon to blow the pile up, set it on 
fire, or any other way you get rid of the pile. Whatever works for you!! 

4. As you do this, it's important that you see yourself walking away and leaving this pile behind!!! 
5. As you leave your pile behind, begin to notice walking towards what you want and desire in this situation.  

POSITIVE COGNITIONS 
1. With as much of your stress released as possible during these times, come back to your original 

negative thought. What would you rather think instead? What is true about you right now?  
2. On a scale of 1-7 with 7 being completely true how true does that feel to you?  
3. Notice that feeling and any positive way it impacts you.  
4. Add some more sets of BLS and see how much more you can strengthen that feeling. Notice any other 

ideas that may go along with this positive feeling.  
 
BODY SCAN 
With as much of your stress released and as strong of a positive as possible, scan your whole body from head 
to toe. If you notice any tension, stop and focus on that tension using one or two sets of BLS to see if it will 
release.  
 
CLOSURE 
Be intentional about affirming and rewarding yourself after this process. Allow yourself to notice the positive 
sensations. You may want to use another calming practice again or spend a few minutes in prayer. Come back 
to this practice as often as you need to.  


